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Abstract 
Let 9 be a complex semi-simple Lie algebra. Extending a result of Gerstenhaber on 
spaces of nilpotent matrices, it is shown that if W c g is a linear subspace of ad nilpotent 
elements then dim W < i( dim.g - rank g). Similarly, it is shown that the maximal 
dimension of a linear space of symmetric nilpotent n x n complex matrices is 
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1. Introduction 
Let M,(F) denote the space of n x n matrices over a field [F. The following 
result of Gerstenhaber [l] determines the maximal dimension of a linear space 
of nilpotent matrices: 
Theorem 1 [l]. Zf W c M,(F) is a linear space of 
dim W 6 (2). Zf I[FI 3 n then equality is attained only 
algebra oj’strictly upper triangular matrices. 
nilpotent matrices then 
lf W is conjugate to the 
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An element X of a Lie algebra g is ad nilpotent if adX E End(g) is a nilpo- 
tent transformation. In Section 2 we consider linear spaces of ad nilpotent el- 
ements in complex Lie algebras. Adapting two new proofs of Gerstenhabers 
theorem, one by Brualdi and Chavey [2] and the other by Mathes et al. [3], 
we give two simple proofs of the following theorem. 
Theorem 2. Let g be a complex semi-simple Lie algebra. If W c g is a linear 
subspace of ad nilpotent elements then: 
dim W < i( dim g - rank g). 
The first part of Gerstenhaber’s Theorem (for IF = C) follows from Theorem 
2 by taking g = s&(C). 
Applying Theorem 2 to the orthogonal Lie algebra SD,(@) we obtain 
Theorem 3. The maximal dimension of a linear space of nilpotent n x n complex 
skew-symmetric matrices is 
i( dim eo,(C) - rank son(@)) = 
n = 2m 
n = 2m’+ 1. 
Let S,(C) denote the space of complex n x n symmetric matrices. 
In Section 3 we modify the argument of [3] to give the following theorem. 
Theorem 4. The maximal dimension of a linear subspace of S,,(C) consisting of 
nilpotent matrices is 1; n2]. 
2. Spates of nilpotent elements 
We Start with some Standard terminology (See, e.g., [4]): Let h be a (fixed) 
Cartan subalgebra of g, let A c In* be the set of (non-Zero) roots of g relative 
to JJ, and let {gJaEd be the l-dimensional root spaces. Then g = lj @ ($aEdga). 
Introduce a linear Order on A in the usual way: Let Ho be an element of h 
such that a(&) is real for any a E A, and such that 0 # cc(&) # j?(Ho) when- 
ever CI # B E A. Define CI < p if a(&) < fi(Ht,), and write c( > 0 if cc(Ho) > 0. 
Fix a basis {Hi}fxl of h, and for each CI E A choose an 0 #X, E g,. 
99 = PJ;=, u {X&d forms a basis of g. Linearly Order 98 as follows: 
X, < Xb if CI < ß, H, < Hj if i < j, and X, <H, <X, if a < ß. For 
0 # z = c,,, &,B E g (AB E C), let 
q(Z) = max{B E 59: AB # 0). 
Let (X, Y) = tr(adX ad Y) denote the Killing form on g. For a subspace 
U c g let Ul denote the orthogonal complement of U with respect to the 
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Killing form. Let a, p E d, then (Xz, H) = 0 for all H E JJ, and (XsI: X,j) # 0 if 
and only if c( + [j = 0. 
First Proof of Theorem 2. By performing a gaussian elimination we obtain a 
basis {Zl.. .Zt} of W such that all q(Z;)‘s are different. Let 
.d = {q(z,)}:,, c 9. 
Claim 5. 
1. .%!fl{H,: . . . . Hl} =0. 
2. 1.d n {Xx;.Kl}l < 1 for all ‘2 E d 
Proof. 1. Otherwise Zi = H + C r.,O a,X, for some 1 < i < t and 0 # H E b, but 
then Z; is not ad nilpotent (for we may choose 0 < b E d such that /3(H) # 0 
and then (ad Z;)“(Xb) # 0 for all m). 
2. Suppose to the contrary that {Xa,X_,} c .d for some c( > 0. Then there 
exist 1 < i # j < t such that Z, = bX, + Cilcr b@,l + H and _Z, = cX_,+ 
C;,_ c&,. where H E fj and bc # 0. 
Since Z,, Z, are ad nilpotent we have (Zi, Zi) = (Z,, Z,) = 0, and so 
(Zl + Zl. Zi + Z,) = 2(Zi, Zl) = 2bc(Xa,X_g) # 0. 
It follows that Z, + Z, E W is not ad nilpotent. a contradiction. 0 
Claim 5 implies that 
dim W=I.dj=I,dn{H,,...,H,}l+ ~/dn{.li,,X_,}~ 
O<li.l 
<I{x:O<cc~d}l=$dimg-rankg). 0 
Second Proof of Theorem 2. Let TI+ = e,>og, and n_ = 3,<og1, then 
g = It_ 3 lj @ n, is a Cartan decomposition of g. 
Let Wo = Wfln, and let W, be a direct complement of WO in W. 
W=Wo~~.ClearlyWo~>n~=~~n~.NowifX,YandX+Yareallad 
nilpotent then (X,X) = (Y, Y) = (X + Y.X + Y) = 0, and therefore 
(X, Y) = 0. It follows that Wo 3 w. 
Since any ad nilpotent element of l~ E n, must already be in n, it follows 
that W, n b @ n_ = yt; n n, = (0). Hence Wo; 3 U; $ fJ $ n,, which implies 
dim g - dim Wo = dim Wo’ > dim W, + dim 1) + dim n,, 
so dim W<dimg-dimt)-dimn,=dimn. =i(dimg-rankg). 0 
Remark 6. Gerstenhaber (private communication) conjectures that equality in 
Theorem 2 is attained only when W is a maximal nilpotent subalgebra of g. 
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3. Spates of symmetric nilpotent matrices 
Proof of Theorem 4. We first consider thc even case n = 2m. Let 
r,(c) = : B,CES,(@), A=D’EM,(@) . 
Then Tn(@) = Z-‘S,(c)Z, where 
Let U consist of all 
such that C = 0 and A strictly upper triangular. Clearly ZUZ-’ is an m2 dimen- 
sional subspace of symmetric nilpotent matrices. It remains to Show that if 
W c T,,(c) is a linear subspace of nilpotent matrices then dim W < m2. 
Let L = U’ and let H denote all diagonal matrices in T,(C), then 
dimL=dimU=m2,dimH=mandT,(@)=L$H$U. 
For a subspace K c Tn(~) let K’ denote its orthogonal complement in 
r,(a=), with respect to the non-degenerate bilinear form given by 
(X, Y) = tr(AY). Note that U’ = H $ U, and that nilpotency implies 
W’ > W. Let Wo = W n U and choose W, such that W = Wo $ W,. Then 
Wo’>UL=H@U and Wo’xWl. Since W~~IH@U=W~~U={O} it 
follows that Wo’ > W, $ H $ U. Therefore 
dim Tri(c) - dim Wo = dim WoL > dim W, + dim H + dim U 
and 
dim W = dim Wo + dim W, < dim T, (@) - dim H - dim U = m2. 




Then Tri(c) = Z-‘S,(@)Z, where 
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Let U consist of all 
such that C = 0, F = 0, J = 0 and A strictly upper triangular. Then ZUZ-’ is an 
(WZ’ + m)-dimensional subspace of symmetric nilpotent matrices. The proof of 
the upper bound proceeds exactly as in the even case. 0 
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